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BACKGROUNDD OF THE STUDY
Drinkingg above safe health limits is common among patients attending a hospital outpatient clinic
withh prevalence rates from 10-20% for men and 1-7% for women.1 The consumption of more than
144 units a week for women and 21 units a week for men can lead to a multitude of medical,
psychologicall and social problems and alcohol dependency. We define frequent drinking that goes
alongg with medical, psychological or social problems as problem drinking. ~ Problem drinkers make
moree use of health care services than the general population and cause high costs for the society.3
Oftenn problem drinking remains unnoticed unless patients come to a medical specialist with
severee alcohol related disorders such as liver cirrhosis, pancreatitis or reflux esophagitis. Because
managementt of these chronic alcohol related problems is often unsatisfactory, medical specialists
aree often pessimistic about helping patients with an excessive alcohol use.
Variouss studies, mainly performed in the primary care setting, have demonstrated that early
stagee problem drinkers identified by screening reduce alcohol consumption after a brief alcohol
intervention.. " Brief interventions are not a type of treatment but a category of interventions with
generall characteristics that give them conceptual coherence.11 Most comprise assessment, advice,
andd counselling with educational elements and possibly the handing over of self-help manuals or
otherr forms of written information. Professionals other than specialists in substance misuse may
deliverr the interventions, most of which are aimed at moderate or harm-free drinking as opposed to
totall abstinence. Brief interventions can be used both to influence drinking behaviour directly and to
facilitatee referral to more intensive treatment. In the medical setting these interventions are often
opportunistic;; patients with non-alcohol related problems are screened and problem drinkers are
offeredd the intervention.
Brieff interventions can not only reduce alcohol consumption but also reduce alcohol related
problems,6'12'^^ serum gamma glutamyltransferase,6'14'13 days of sickness,6'16 mortality, ' 7 and they
cann lead to referral for more intensive treatment.6'1'
Thee most influential study on the effectiveness of brief alcohol interventions in the medical
settingg is the World Health Organisation randomised clinical trial of brief interventions in primary
healthh care.18 This study showed that there was a significant effect of simple advice and brief
counsellingg on reducing alcohol consumption, especially among males.
Thee question arises whether screening and brief alcohol intervention could be effective and
usefull in the routine practice of the hospital setting too.
Screeningg and brief alcohol intervention in the hospital setting
Althoughh medical specialists can detect problem drinking easily if patients suffer from advanced
physicall complications of alcohol use, identification of the much larger group of problem drinkers
withh less advanced alcohol related complications such as hypertension, abdominal discomfort,
sleepingg disturbances, gastrointestinal upset and a variety of psychosocial problem is less easy. 19'20
Screeningg of all incoming hospital patients on problem drinking could facilitate early recognition.
Nott much is written about the effects of brief alcohol interventions in the hospital setting.
Yet,, the hospitals' outpatient clinics could be an useful setting for brief alcohol interventions. In the
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Netherlandss and most other European countries the hospitals including specialised somatic
outpatientt clinics only treat referred patients. This may lead to bias towards patients with more
severee conditions and diseases than in primary care, and enables medical specialists to use stronger
argumentss when the conditions and diseases may be related to alcohol. The severity of patients'
conditionss and disorders combined with the awareness that they are alcohol related might enlarge
patient'ss motivation to change. Moreover many patients regard medical specialists in the hospital
settingg with more authority than the providers of primary health care.
Brieff alcohol interventions in medical practice
Evidencee that brief interventions among drinkers above health limits can work does not mean they
dodo actually work in practice.21 The integration of regular alcohol screening and interventions into
everydayy practice is subject to debate. This debate flared up after Beich and colleagues published
thee negative experiences and sceptical opinions of general practitioners who had to screen problem
drinkingg and tried to provide brief interventions. "
AA relevant point raised in the debate concerns the distinction between the effect of brief
alcoholl interventions measured under optimal conditions and the effects of brief alcohol
interventionss under the real-world conditions of routine care. Although trials performed under
optimumm conditions provided relevant evidence for their effectiveness, trials performed under realworldd circumstances in the primary care setting showed less obvious beneficial effects for brief
interventions.23"255 So, if we would like to study the effectiveness of a brief alcohol intervention
amongg hospital patients carefully, also the application of this intervention in the routine hospital
practicee should be taken into account.
Drinkingg too much alcohol is only one of the risk behaviours that negatively influences
patients'' medical conditions. Other important risk behaviours such as smoking, poor physical
activityy and dietary habits are associated with diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular diseases.26"29
Thesee risk behaviours can also be modified by brief interventions. j0jl Since hospital patients can
havee medical conditions related to different lifestyle behaviours, it seems worthwhile to implement
aa broader lifestyle intervention adapted to the type of history taking where medical specialist are
accustomedd to. In this broader intervention the alcohol intervention is one of the options.

AIMSS AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
Thee purpose of this study is to examine the effects of brief alcohol interventions among patients in
thee hospital setting. Two research questions are formulated:
1.. Are brief interventions for problem drinking effective in the hospital setting?
2.. How to optimise brief interventions for problem drinking in the hospital setting?
Inn Chapter 2 we present a systematic review of studies in the literature on the effectiveness of brief
alcoholl intervention for problem drinkers in the hospital setting (both in- and outpatients). We will
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summarisee the results of all controlled trials that evaluated an opportunistic brief intervention for
problemm drinking in a general hospital setting.
Inn Chapter 3 a description will be given of a brief psychological intervention for problem
drinkingg which could fit well in the hospital setting: the Dutch Drinker's Check-Up (DVA). It is a
brieff motivational intervention performed by a psychologist. It is proven to be effective in reducing
alcoholl consumption in problem drinkers in other settings. The components of the DVA are
describedd and illustrated by a case example
Chapterr 4 presents the results of a randomised controlled trial to evaluate the effects of the
DVAA at an outpatient clinic for general internal medicine. Does the DVA reduce alcohol
consumptionn and increases patients' readiness to change?
Inn chapter 5 three case studies from patients who suffered from somatic complaints related
too excessive alcohol use are presented. It demonstrates how medical specialists in internal medicine
deall with alcohol related problems. A short lifestyle intervention directed toward problematic
alcoholl use is described.
Inn Chapter 6 the brief alcohol intervention is part of a broader lifestyle intervention. This
chapterr presents a brief feedback intervention directed at more lifestyle behaviours by the medical
specialistt in internal medicine, which has been implemented into usual (hospital) practice. The
effectss were studied in patients with obvious lifestyle related somatic problems: outpatients with a
highh risk cardiovascular risk profile. The prevalence of risk behaviour, the implementation of the
interventionn and its short-term effects are presented.
Inn Chapter 7 we describe how brief interventions for problem drinking can be optimised
amongg hospital outpatients. Our suggestions will be based on relevant literature and the findings of
thee different studies we performed.
Chapterr 8 concludes this thesis with a discussion of our major findings. We try to give an
answerr to the two research questions formulated. The strengths and limitations of our studies are
dealtt with. Finally suggestions for the future are made.
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